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"Enjoyable, galaxy-spanning epic series." - Publisher&apos;s WeeklyTHREE-BOOK BUNDLEA

character-driven space opera with adventure, intrigue, romance, and telekinesis for fans of Dune,

Ender&apos;s Game, and Star Wars!The galaxy-spanning Taran empire is on the brink of an

interdimensional war...When Cris Sietinen leaves Tararia as a teenager to learn more about his

prohibited telekinetic abilities, he thinks he&apos;s started a new life. Years later, he learns that

freedom was always an illusion--he and his family are at the center of an elaborate galactic

conspiracy orchestrated by the governing Priesthood. Genetic engineering, political manipulation,

and preordained destinies converge when Cris and his son Wil learn of a secret interdimensional

war against the mysterious Bakzen. But the real enemy may be far closer to home. With knowledge

of the Priesthood&apos;s hidden agenda and its disastrous political ramifications for the Taran

empire, Cris and Wil embark on a mission to save their civilization from certain destruction.This is

the omnibus of the first three volumes in the Cadicle space opera series, a multi-generational epic

spanning sixty years. All seven volumes of the complete series are now available.VOLUME 1:

ARCHITECTS OF DESTINY (smarturl.it/cadicle1)Cris Sietinen was born with rare telekinetic

gifts--abilities outlawed by the governing Priesthood. But, a new future awaits when Cris

unexpectedly receives an invitation to join the Tararian Selective Service (TSS) and begin their

sanctioned telekinesis training program. Except, following that path puts him at the center of a

generations-old galactic conspiracy.Architects of Destiny is the first installment in the Cadicle series.

This short prequel novel is a prelude to the defining events in Tararia&apos;s history in the ensuing

years.VOLUME 2: VEIL OF REALITY (smarturl.it/cadicle2)The greatest deceptions are never

suspected. After twenty years with the TSS, Cris Sietinen is in the unprecedented position of being

both Lead Agent and heir to a High Dynasty. When his son is captured by the mysterious alien

Bakzen, Cris uncovers a hidden truth that forces him to question all that he once took for

granted.Veil of Reality is the second installment in the Cadicle series. This novel begins to untie the

knot of secrets binding the TSS, High Dynasties and the Priesthood.VOLUME 3: BONDS OF

RESOLVE (smarturl.it/cadicle3)A year after his encounter with the Bakzen, Wil is still grappling with

his upcoming role in the war. Weighed down by his sense of duty and a grim vision of his fate, he

has withdrawn from friends and family--focusing only on his official assignments. However, Wil finds

unexpected support when he befriends a new TSS trainee from Earth, Saera. Through their budding

relationship, Wil comes to terms with the purpose he was born to fulfill and gains comfort in the

knowledge that he won&apos;t have to face the future alone.Bonds of Resolve is the third

installment in the Cadicle series. This novel follows Wil as he completes his training to become the



youngest and most powerful Agent the TSS has ever known.*****Additional books to complete the

Cadicle series:Volume 4: Web of Truth - Buy it now: smarturl.it/cadicle4Volume 5: Crossroads of

Fate - Buy it now: smarturl.it/cadicle5Volume 6: Path of Justice - Buy it now: smarturl.it/cadicle6

Volume 7: Scions of Change - Buy it now: smarturl.it/cadicle7
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I just finished reading the Cadicle Omnibus (Volumes 1-3) and I am breathless. It has been quite the

ride. The story is great and fascinating. It was a roller coaster ride. Read this book. You won't regret

it.

Excellence, in my humble opinion, comes from talent and hard core work and practice. I believe

Amy DuBoff has both.Excellent character design and growth, with great depth in the intertwined

lives makes this a great read! A exceptional mix of sci-fi, politics, personal lives, and intrigue.Just try



it, I'm comfortable you won't be disappointed.

Interesting and complex plotting is what you get in this selection. Goes beyond simple space opera.

Was a pleasure to read.

I am sometimes hesitant about buying a series of books when I don't know the author. Cadicle has

proved to be a diamond in the rough. I am writing this review after I have finished all 7 books in the

series. Each book just keeps getting better and better. Great story line, good charter development,

good guys, bad guys, some good guys that you maybe don't like, drama, and good theater.

This series had my interest from the very beginning. It is well written, and involved. It goes through

quite a few years, and all the subterfuge of this time line. I could barely stand to put these books

down. This is one of the best stories that I have read. The characters are believable and feel quite

real.

This is a great series! I love how the author has created such a unique universe, and continues to

surprise me with each book. Very well written, and great dialog. The characters draw you in, and

make you feel like you're part of the story! I highly recommend this series!

not bad. I read first couple of books some time ago.. interesting premise .. time seems to move

quickly through the books. characters grow up and change.. still not quite tuned in to what the whole

'cadicle' thing means.

Quite an enjoy series, The closest thing to it would be Ender's game.I lost sleep staying up to finish

the last book.
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